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Description
Game Name?
Sexy Poker - WHPEGL
What's the problem? Describe what went wrong.
On the characters, there are little seams between where the animations should be on mouths and other body parts. It's similar to
Fire Emblem, but, unlike those games no settings seem to fix it.
What steps will reproduce the problem?
Have a distinct lack of self-respect to be found in possession of this game.
Which versions of Dolphin did you test on? Does using an older version of Dolphin solve your issue? If yes, which versions
of Dolphin used to work?
4.0.2, 4.0-9154
What are your PC specifications? (CPU, GPU, Operating System, more)
Core i5 3570K, GTX 760, Windows 10
Is there any other relevant information? (e.g. logs, screenshots,
configuration files)
The screenshots from this game may not be suitable for children.
History
#1 - 03/29/2016 10:47 PM - Helios
Users will be really disappointed to find that this game is buggy.

#2 - 03/29/2016 11:07 PM - JMC4789
Software Renderer has difficulty running this game, but in a fifolog if I pause on the right frame, I can see that the mouth is displayed correctly.

#3 - 03/29/2016 11:08 PM - Helios
We should mark this Urgent.

#4 - 03/29/2016 11:08 PM - JMC4789

12/03/2020

1/2

- Priority changed from Normal to Urgent
#5 - 03/29/2016 11:16 PM - delroth
- Priority changed from Urgent to Normal

#6 - 03/29/2016 11:18 PM - JMC4789
- File SexyPoker.dff.zip added

fifolog. Works in SW renderer, albeit flickering.

#7 - 03/30/2016 01:10 PM - JMC4789
Note: whoever fixes this makes me write about it in the progress report. Just putting that out there.

#8 - 08/08/2017 09:27 AM - JMC4789
- Status changed from New to Accepted

Other people have confirmed and even looked into this. I know, I'm surprised too.

#9 - 03/22/2018 04:35 PM - Helios
Is this still broken

#10 - 03/23/2018 12:04 AM - iwubcode
Helios wrote:
Is this still broken

Likely yes. There are multiple issues around this, see #6833 and #10401.
I tested some fifologs (with a build from the past few days) and they still exhibit this issue. When I looked into it last year, it seemed like it was a
texture issue where maybe our UVs were wrong.

#11 - 03/23/2018 12:05 AM - Helios
Free shot to get into a progress report ya'll

#12 - 03/23/2018 12:06 AM - JMC4789
I mean don't you want to be the one that fixed SEXY POKER in Dolphin? Is that not motivation enough?
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